Brussels, 10th July 2019

Eurosmart to contribute to the highest
digital security levels through a new
protection profile
For more than 23 years, Eurosmart has been committed in promoting the excellence in hardware and
software resistance to potential attacks. Euromsart members’ technologies and solutions are
worldwide recognised and are used to reach the highest security levels for the protection of critical
assets. Today, these technologies are crucial for securing transactions, communications, data and IT
infrastructures. They protect personal data and enhance the security of the most critical
communication infrastructures, like those of NATO.
Since 1998, Eurosmart has been maintaining the “Security IC Platform Protection Profile” and released
its last version in 2014: “Protection Profile BSI-CC-PP-0084-2014”. These protection profiles have been
becoming worldwide references for highly secure hardware.
Today, taking advantage of this knowledge, Eurosmart gets start writing a new Protection Profile (PP)
within the SOGIS certification scheme, which aims to cover Secure Subsystems in SoC (System on Chip).
This new PP will enable the evolution of security technologies, for smartphones and IOT devices
especially.
“Thanks to its new PP, Eurosmart wants these new types of product to reach the EAL4+ AVA VAN.5
level, and at the same time, to allow the ecosystem to benefit from common references for security
evaluations” said Stéfane Mouille, President of Eurosmart.
Eurosmart yearns to provide the security community with comparable evaluation methodologies
which tackle critical points, such as the management of non-volatile memory.
By 12 months, vendors, Certification Bodies (CAB-R according to the European Cybersecurity Act),
Evaluation laboratories (CAB-e according to the European Cybersecurity Act) will be able to benefit
from this new Protection Profile.
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About us
Eurosmart, the Voice of the Digital Security Industry, is an international non-profit association located
in Brussels, representing the Digital Security Industry for multisector applications. Founded in 1995,
the association is committed to expanding the world’s Digital secure devices market, developing smart
security standards and continuously improving the quality of security applications.

Our members
Members are manufacturers of secure element, semiconductors, smart cards, secure software, High
Security Hardware and terminals, biometric technology providers, system integrators, application
developers and issuers.
EUROSMART members are companies (BCA, Fingerprint Cards, Gemalto, Giesecke+Devrient, GS TAG,
IDEMIA, IN GROUPE, Infineon Technologies, Inside Secure, Internet of Trust, Linxens, Nedcard, NXP
Semiconductors, +ID, Prove & Run, Qualcomm, Real Casa de la Moneda, Samsung, Sanoïa, Sarapis,
SGS, STMicroelectronics, Tiempo Secure, Toshiba, Trusted Objects, Trust CB, WISekey, Winbond),
laboratories (Keolabs, Serma, Brightsight, Red Alert Labs, Cabinet Louis Renaud), research
organisations (Fraunhofer AISEC, Institut Mines-Telecom - IMT, ISEN - Institut Supérieur de
l’Électronique et du Numérique Toulon), associations (SCS Innovation cluster, Smart Payment
Association, SPAC, Mobismart, Danish Biometrics).
EUROSMART and its members are also active in many other security initiatives and umbrella
organisations on EU-level, like CEN, ECIL, ETSI, ECSO, ESIA, ETSI, GP, ISO, SIA, TCG and others.
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